Wedges & Plates
Maximum security for high-threat
locations

Shallow mount wedge barriers are
among the most versatile physical
security products on the market because
of their compact footprint and robust
design. They provide maximum security
for high-threat locations—especially
those with potential high-speed impact
conditions, limited response times and
minimal property setbacks.
Portable barriers offer several
advantages over permanently fixed
barriers. First and foremost, they can be
deployed rapidly for temporary security,
then removed just as quickly, leaving
little or no evidence of their presence.

ROSS PERIMETER SECURITY

Wedges & Plates

(XT-1000) K12 Shallow Mount Wedge Barrier
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Rugged construction and a robust operating system
make this barrier ideal for guarding entrances in the
most demanding environments while ensuring longterm reliability.
(XT-2000) M50 P1 Shallow Mount Wedge Barrier -
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Heald Viper
When aesthetics, sound levels and limited space are
project considerations, this barrier combines maximum
security with good looks, quiet operation and a
minimal footprint.
(XS-2000) K4/L2 Portable Plate Barrier
Deployable in less than 15 minutes with no excavation
or foundation, this rugged barrier provides temporary
security in the most challenging locations—plus years of
reliable service.
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Industries
• Government
• Military
• Shipping – Ground, Sea, Air
•	Critical Infrastructure – Power, Telecomm,
Water, Gas
• Oil and Gas
• Mass Transportation – Air, Rail, Bus
• Chemical/Pharmaceutical
• Banking and Financial

Applications

• Commercial
• Data Centers
• Stadiums and Arenas
•	Institutional
• Industrial

The Ross XT-1000 Shallow Mount Wedge Barrier
provides DOS K12 crash certified security for highthreat and demanding environments. With its minimal
foundation requirements, Emergency Fast Operation
(EFO) and continuous-duty rating, this barrier is ideal
for a broad range of high-security facilities, such as
embassies, military bases, nuclear power plants,
refineries and airports.
The XT-2000 Shallow Mount Wedge Barrier provides
ASTM F2656-07 M50-P1 crash tested security for highthreat and demanding environments while minimizing
visual and audible impact to the surrounding area. It also
has minimal foundation requirements, Emergency Fast
Operation (EFO) and continuous-duty rating, making this
barrier ideal for broad range of high-security facilities,
such as embassies, military bases, nuclear power plants,
refineries and airports.
Ross’ XS-2000 Portable Wedge Barrier offers a rapid
deployment solution for temporary security requirements.
Because no foundation or excavation is required, it’s a
smart choice for a wide variety of temporary and remote
deployment applications including military checkpoints,
new construction sites, parking garages, dams, water/
wastewater facilities and utilities.
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(XT-1000) K12 SHALLOW
MOUNT WEDGE BARRIER
Design Overview
The XT-1000 is comprised of a high-quality,

•	Minimal setbacks – where critical assets or

structural steel frame and plate that, when

equipment are located close to entrances

raised, creates a wedge-shaped barricade to

(such as in urban areas) and a high level of

seal off roadways and prevent vehicle access.

security is required regardless of potential

The wedge design is very popular because

vehicle speed

it effectively transfers high impact loads into
a relatively compact foundation. The XT1000 requires a 20-inch excavation depth
and is flush mounted with the road surface.
A custom-engineered hydraulic power unit
(HPU) housed in an above-ground control
enclosure activates the barricade, lifting the
plate in 4 seconds for normal operation and
1.5 seconds in Emergency Fast Operation
(EFO) mode.
This shallow mount barrier is available with
numerous equipment options for managing
operation including control consoles, traffic
equipment, safety loops and environmental
controls. Because all of the equipment is near
ground level, this barrier is easy to maintain.
The XT-1000 is ideal for the following
conditions:
•	High-speed impacts – where the roadway
layout allows vehicles to reach higher speeds
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•	Fast deployment – where the barrier needs
to be deployed quickly because it is located
close to the guard booth and reaction time is
therefore minimal
•H
 igh traffic – used as a final denial, this barrier
can be used in tandem with standard traffic
arms to process a high number of vehicles
faster than other barrier types
•	Site restrictions – where flush mounting with
the roadway surface is required for snow
plowing or where buttresses and posts can
prevent access for wide vehicles
•	Bicycle/motorcycle access – where preventing
access by two-wheeled vehicles is desired
 xcavation limits – where underground
•E
utilities, high water tables or other site
conditions limit excavation depth
•	Space restrictions – where there is not
enough room for beam-style barrier
buttresses and foundations

Standard Features
•	DOS K12 crash test certified with a 15,000
pound vehicle traveling 50 mph with less
than one meter penetration of the cargo bed

•	Controls – Embedded system controller, plus
standard NEMA-rated control enclosure
• Compatible with worldwide AC power sources

• Deployment height – 36" (914 mm)

• Oversized drains with debris guards

•	Crash tested width – 9' 6" (2896 mm)

•	Access panels to provide access to

•	Foundation – 20" (508 mm) deep x 12' 0"
(3658 mm) wide x 19' 6" (5944 mm) long

hydraulic components in both raised and
lowered positions

•	Self-contained hydraulic power unit (HPU)

•	Positive mechanical lock-down and tag-out

with AC (5) HP direct drive motor, 5 gallon

support to enable safe barrier maintenance

reservoir, manual back-up hand pump and
lowering valve
•	Heavy-duty cylinders with double-lip wiper

• Back-up manual operation with hand pump
• ALGRIP™ slip-resistant surface on plate

seals, heavy-duty packing glands, oversized
ports and internal limit switches
•	Normal operation mode – 4 seconds.
(Available with optional Emergency Fast
Operation [EFO] mode of 1.5 seconds)
•	Hydraulic oil that meets the low acute
aquatic toxicity criteria of the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service and the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA). This fluid is
inherently biodegradable and designed to
operate in temperatures from -22°F to 150°F
• Quick-connect HPU hose connections
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(XT-1000) K12 SHALLOW
MOUNT WEDGE BARRIER
Optional Features
•	Hydraulic accumulator for the standard
AC-based configuration that provides for
Emergency Fast Operation (EFO) deployment

• Reflective tape
• Pole-mounted traffic lights

of 1.5 seconds and supplemental back-up

• Traffic arms

power for 3 cycles

•	Sump pump to drain water from foundation pit

•	DC-based system configuration that features
a self-contained hydraulic power unit (HPU)

and mechanical components
•	Hydraulic oil heater for operation in

with DC (5) HP direct drive motor, 5 gallon

temperatures below -22°F (-30°C)

reservoir, manual back-up hand pump and

•	Hydraulic oil cooler for operation in

lowering valve. This option includes a fully
integrated, battery-powered uninterruptible
power supply (UPS) to provide 160+ cycles
without local power
•	Steel-mesh-reinforced hydraulic hoses, rated

temperatures above 150°F (66°C)
• Low hydraulic fluid level switch
• Spare parts kit
• Extended warranty

at 3,000 psi, that give long-lasting service
with a 300% safety factor
• Width – 11’ 1”. Custom widths available
• Controls – Embedded Controller
• Controls – PLC based
•	Wired master and remote control console
(push button or touch screen)
• Wired EFO control box
•	Galvanized steel exterior barrier
control enclosure
•	Aluminum NEMA-rated exterior barrier
control enclosure
•	Bellows to protect barrier components from
debris, snow and sand
•	Safety loops to prevent deployment when
authorized vehicles are over the loop, except
in Emergency Fast Operation mode
•	Heat-trace system to keep barrier functioning
properly in snow and ice conditions
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Optional Finish
• Galvanized + primed finish
•	Galvanized + painted finish: Wash primer with
polyurethane top coat
•	Directional striping on top surface of barrier
plate and frame

Technical Data
Testing and Certifications
•	Tested and certified per U.S. Department of
State SD-STD-02.01 Rev. A; K12 rating
• Listed on DOD Anti-Ram Vehicle Barrier List
•	Endurance tested by an ISO
17025-accredited independent laboratory
to U.S. Department of State durability cycle
testing requirements
Applicable Standards
• ASTM A53: Steel Pipe
• ASTM A36: Steel Shapes
•	Structural welding in accordance with AWS
D1.1/D1.1M
Installation Considerations
Shallow mount design is installed flush with
the road surface; no protruding joints or
obstructions.
Maintenance
Regular inspection and preventive maintenance
is required.

Quality Control
Manufacturing facility certified to ISO
9001:2015.
Availability and Cost
Ross barrier systems are typically made to
order and subject to production lead times at
the time of purchase. Contact Ross for details.
Warranty
Ross warrants that all of its manufactured
products shall remain free of defects in material
and workmanship under normal use for a
period of one year from the date of delivery.
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(XT-2000) M50 P1 HEALD VIPER –
SHALLOW MOUNT WEDGE BARRIER
Design Overview
The XT-2000 M50 P1 Shallow Mount Wedge
Barrier is comprised of a high-quality, structural

can be used in tandem with standard traffic

steel frame and plate that, when raised,

arms to process a high number of vehicles

creates a wedge-shaped barricade to seal

faster than other barrier types

off roadways and prevent vehicle access.
The wedge design is very popular because it
effectively transfers high impact loads into a
relatively compact foundation. Yet remarkably,
the XT-2000 only requires 16-inch (400
mm) deep excavation and 3 cubic yards of
concrete, which shortens installation time and
reduces cost. A hydraulic power unit (HPU)

•	Site restrictions – where flush mounting with
the roadway surface is required for snow
plowing or where buttresses and posts can
prevent access for wide vehicles
•	Bicycle/motorcycle access – where preventing
access by two-wheeled vehicles is desired
•	Excavation limits – where underground utilities,

housed in an above-ground NEMA-rated

high water tables or other site conditions limit

control enclosure activates the barricade, lifting

excavation depth

the plate in 5 seconds for normal operation

•	Space restrictions – where there is not enough

and 1.5 seconds in Emergency Fast Operation

room for beam-style barrier buttresses and

(EFO) mode.

foundations

The Viper is available with many equipment
options for managing operation, including
control consoles, traffic equipment, safety
loops and environmental controls. Because
all of the equipment is near ground level, this
barrier is easy to maintain.
The Viper is ideal for the following conditions:
•	High-speed impacts – where the roadway
layout allows vehicles to reach higher speeds
•	Minimal setbacks – where critical assets or
equipment are located close to entrances
(such as in urban areas) and a high level of
security is required regardless of potential
vehicle speed
•	Fast deployment – where the barrier needs
to be deployed quickly because it is located
close to the guard booth and reaction time is
therefore minimal
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•	High traffic – used as a final denial, this barrier

•	Debris buildup – where debris accumulation
can cause operational issues
•	Sound restrictions – where noise levels are
a concern

Standard Features
•	Dual crash tested to the ASTM F2656-07
test method with a rating of M50-P1 (15,000
pound vehicle traveling 50 mph with less
than 1 meter penetration) and the PAS
68:2010 test method with a classification of
V/7500(N30/80/90:0.0/24.6 (7.5 tonne vehicle
traveling 80 kph with zero penetration)
• Deployment height – 41" (1049 mm)
• Crash tested width – 11' 3" (3435 mm)
•	Foundation – 15.75" (400 mm) deep x 165.9"
(4215 mm) wide x 128.2" (3255 mm) long
•	Self-contained hydraulic power unit (HPU)
with AC direct drive motor, 7.9 gallon (30L)
reservoir, manual back-up hand pump and
lowering valve
•	Normal operation mode – 5 seconds.
(Available with optional Emergency Fast
Operation [EFO] mode of 1.5 seconds)

• Quick-connect HPU hose connection
•	Controls – PLC-based, plus standard
NEMA rated control enclosure
• Compatible with worldwide AC
power sources
•	Safety skirt that protects barrier
components from debris, snow and sand;
easily removable
for maintenance
• Rebar integrated with barrier housing
•	Removable panels that provide easy
access to hydraulic components
•	Positive mechanical lock-down and
tag-out support to enable safe barrier
maintenance
• Back-up manual operation with hand pump
• ALGRIP™ slip-resistant surface on plate
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(XT-2000) M50 P1 HEALD VIPER –
SHALLOW MOUNT WEDGE BARRIER
Optional Features
•	Hydraulic accumulator for the standard
AC based configuration that provides
for Emergency Fast Operation (EFO)
deployment of 1.5 seconds and
supplemental back-up power for 3 cycles
•	Steel-mesh-reinforced hydraulic hoses, rated
at 3,000 psi, that give long-lasting service
with a 300% safety factor
• Widths – Custom widths available
•	Controls – Heald HYDRA multi-head,
universal command and control system
•	Wired master and remote control console
(push button and touch screen)

functioning properly in snow and ice
conditions
• Reflective tape
• Pole-mounted traffic lights
• Traffic arms
•	Sump pump to drain water from foundation pit
and mechanical components
•	Hydraulic oil heater for operation in
temperatures below -22°F (-30°C)
•	Hydraulic oil cooler for operation in
temperatures above 150°F (66°C)
• Low hydraulic fluid level switch

• Wired EFO control box

• Spare parts kit

•	Galvanized steel exterior barrier

• Extended warranty

control enclosure
• Aluminum NEMA-rated exterior
barrier enclosure
•	Safety loops to prevent barrier deployment
when authorized vehicles are over the loop,
except in Emergency Fast Operation mode
•	Heat-trace system to keep barrier
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Optional Finish
• Galvanized + primed finish
• Galvanized + painted finish: Wash primer with
polyurethane top coat
• Directional striping on top surface of barrier
plate and frame

Technical Data
Testing and Certifications

Quality Control

•	ASTM F2656-07, with a M50-P1 rating

Manufacturing facility certified to ISO

•	PAS 68:2010 with a classification of

9001:2015.

V/7500(N3)/80/90:0/24.6
• Listed on DOD Anti-Ram Vehicle Barrier List
Applicable Standards
• ASTM A53: Steel Pipe
• ASTM A36: Steel Shapes
•	Structural welding in accordance with AWS
D1.1/D1.1M
Installation Considerations

Availability and Cost
Ross barrier systems are typically made to
order and subject to production lead times at
the time of purchase. Contact Ross for details.
Warranty
Ross warrants that all of its manufactured
products shall remain free of defects in material
and workmanship under normal use for a
period of one year from the date of delivery.

No separate reinforcement of concrete is
required. Installed flush with road surface.
Maintenance
Regular inspection and preventive
maintenance is required.
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(XS-2000) K4/L2 PORTABLE
PLATE BARRIER
Design Overview
The Ross XS-2000 Portable Plate Barrier

Because it requires no foundation and is available

comprises a solid steel base with an integral

with multiple options for remote operation, the

crash plate that, when raised, acts as a

XS-2000 is ideal for virtually anywhere temporary

barricade to prevent vehicle access. The

security is needed, and is particularly suited for:

unit sits on top of the road surface with no

•	Entrance checkpoints – for screening vehicles

foundation or other anchors required*. And,
unlike mobile barriers – trailer-mounted units
with wheels – portable barriers are designed to
give the look and feel of a permanent barrier for
a stronger visual deterrent.
Buttresses at each end of the barrier house
the hydraulic power unit (HPU) system
and controls. Power can be supplied from
a local source, the uninterruptible power
supply (UPS), optional solar panels, or any

•	Quick deployment – for special events or
immediate response to increased threat levels
•	Construction entrances – for temporary security
or until permanent barriers are installed
•	Surface mounting – where site conditions
preclude excavation or where the installation of
a permanent barrier is cost prohibitive
•	Sustained deployment – where the unit is in

combination thereof.

place for several weeks or months. (Short-term

The unit is operated using a standard tethered

deployments or constant relocation may make a

control pendant or through options such

mobile-style barrier a more practical choice)

as a wireless remote control, card readers,

•	Higher security – where an imposing presence

key switches, or local guard booth control

and reduced vehicle penetration are desired

consoles. Normal operation time to raise the
plate is 3 seconds.
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or blocking access

 ote: One Jersey barrier was placed behind each buttress
*N
during the crash test.

Standard Features
•	Tested per the U.S. Department of State
standard SD-STD-02.01 Rev. A and DOD K4/
L2 crash test certified with a 15,000 pound
vehicle traveling 30 mph with less than 20 feet
penetration of the cargo bed
• Deployment height – 36" (914 mm)
•	Crash tested clear opening – 145" (3683 mm)
•	Standard finish includes heavy-duty galvanizing
•	Self-contained hydraulic power unit (HPU)
with 24 VDC (5) HP direct drive motor, 5 gallon
reservoir, manual back-up hand pump and
lowering valve
•	Heavy-duty cylinders with double-lip wiper
seals, heavy-duty packing glands, oversized
ports and internal limit switches
• Normal operation mode – 3 seconds
•	Integrated, uninterruptible power supply (UPS) to
provide 160+ operating cycles per charge
• Two-button control pendant
•	Hydraulic oil that meets the low acute
aquatic toxicity criteria of the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service and the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA). This fluid is inherently
biodegradable and designed to operate in spec
through a temperature range from -22°F to 150°F
• Quick-connect HPU hose connections
•	Controls – PLC-based, plus standard NEMA
rated control enclosure
• Compatible with worldwide AC
power sources
• Back-up manual operation with hand pump
• ALGRIP™ slip-resistant surface on plate.
• Integral lifting lugs
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(XS-2000) K4/L2 PORTABLE PLATE
BARRIER
Optional Features
• Width – 16' clear opening
•	Controls – Relay based, plus standard
control enclosure
• Wireless control pendant
•	Wired master and remote control console
(push button and touch screen)
• Solar panels
• Safety loops to prevent barrier deployment 		
when authorized vehicles are over the loop
• Wrong-way detection
• Over-speed detection
•	Heat-trace system to keep barrier functioning
properly in snow and ice conditions
• Reflective tape
•	Single- or dual-directional two-color
traffic lights
•	Hydraulic oil heater for operation in
temperatures below -22°F (-30°C)
•	Hydraulic oil cooler for operation in
temperatures above 150°F (66°C)
• Low hydraulic fluid level switch
• Spare parts kit
• Extended warranty

Optional Finish
• Galvanized + primed finish
•	Galvanized + painted finish: Wash primer with
polyurethane top coat
• Directional striping on top surface of barrier plate
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Technical Data
Testing and Certifications

Maintenance

•	Tested per U.S. Department of State SD-

Roadway surfaces should be kept clean to

STD-02.01 Rev. A
•	Certified by DOD with K4/L2 rating to

ensure unimpeded barrier motion. Regular
inspection and preventive maintenance

withstand a 15,000 pound vehicle traveling 30

is required.

mph with less than 20 feet penetration of the

Quality Control

cargo bed
• Listed on DOD Anti-Ram Vehicle Barrier List

Manufacturing facility certified to ISO
9001:2015.

Applicable Standards

Availability and Cost

• ASTM A53: Steel Pipe

Barrier systems are typically made to order

• ASTM A36: Steel Shapes

and subject to production lead times at the

•	Structural welding in accordance with AWS

time of purchase. Contact Ross for details.

D1.1/D1.1M

Warranty

Installation Considerations

Ross warrants that all of its manufactured

Barrier shall be located on a flat surface. Power

products shall remain free of defects in

must be supplied locally if continuous operation
is desired. Jersey barriers were placed behind
barrier to achieve K4/L2 rating.

material and workmanship under normal use
for a period of one year from the date
of delivery.
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Ross offers a complete
line of Perimeter Security
Products
• Wedges & Plates
• Passive Bollards
• Active Bollards
• Gates & Fences

Ross Technology Corporation
104 North Maple Avenue
Leola, PA 17540-0646
US: 800-345-8170
International: +01(717)656-2200
Fax: 717-656-3281
Email: sales@rosstechnology.com
RossTechnology.com

